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Israeli· aggression protest
draws over 80 downtown
Don L. Har.t

Joe Cavarena

One of the more than 80 anti-Zionist protestors carries a sign
in front of the Federal Building downtown on Thursday.

Court ends liquor case:
La Placita keeps license
SANTA FE (UPI) - New Mexico Supreme Court action Wednesday ended the years-long debate between La Placita Dining Rooms and
the San Felipe Old Town Community Asociation over the restaurant's
liquor license, but the battle between
the two may not be over.
The court made permanent a writ
preventing further action against the
restaurant, but the attorney representing La Placita, Robert Scotr.,
said he is considering suing the association for abusing the legal process.

He said the restaurant has spent
hundreds of thousands of dollars in
the fight to retain their license.
The Supreme Court writ specifi•
cally prohibits ~udge Bruce Kaufman from directing the state liquor
department to withdr;tw the La Placita beer and wine license issued in
January.
·Kaufman ruled in May that La
Placita did not apply in .time for a
waiver that permits the restaurant to
serve liquor within 300 feet of a
church or school.

About 80 people marched in front
of the Dennis Chavez Federal Building last Th11rsday, They braved road
constructiop, one-way streets and
the ever-present parking prol>lems
of downtown Albuquerque to protest what a pre-demonstration news
release called the "Israeli aggression in Lebanon."
Holding signs and shouting slogans, their procession formed an extremely elongated oval confined to
the sidewalk between Gold Avenue
and the courthouse steps.
Occasionally, when one of their
number strayed onto the stairway, a
courthouse ·security guard would
direct him back to the path.
The guards were expecting no
trouble. At noon, Y. Martinez, a
guard on the scene, said they were
working with the usual manpower.
No reinforcements had been called
in, and none were expected to be
needed.
"We've had to chase a couple of
hotheads off of here," she said,
pointing at the steps, "but that's about it."
Noticing this reporter trying to
count marchers, she smiled and
said, ''We counted about 60 earlier,
but.it looks like there's more now."
Philip Farah, spokesman for the
marchers. said they numbered over
80. "We're calling foran end to all
military aid to the Middle East," he
said, "especially to Israel. We hope
to let the people of Albuquerque
know that the United States is supporting a genocidic war through
Israel.''
As the people marched, their slogans, signaled first through a bullhorn, then echoed by the marchers,
changed periodically: "Long live
the PLO;'' "The Palestinian people
will not die;'' "End the Israel occu•
pation;" "Self-determination, not
extermination;'' "Reagan; Begin,
you should know, we support the
PLO."
Their signs were equally varied.
Some called for peace: "End all

War." Some called for a change in not have anything printed about ncr
economics: "$ for jobs, .not family when asked if she had caught
bombs." One sign read, "There Is "flak'' from other Jewish people,
No· God But Allah. •'
"It's an emotional issue," she said
Representatives from Chicano about reactions from her Jewish
groups, black groups, peace, and friends. "But it's been more like
Jewish groups spoke to the crowd. discussion than 'flak.'"
They stood beneath a handmade
By 1 p.m., two mounted policePalestinian flag and tried to relate men from the Albuquerque· Police
the issues to home. "We call for an Department were across the street.
end to the indiscriminate bombing .of among a group of about I0 obsercivilian populations," said Beth vers. There was another mounted
Alona Kaimowitz of the U.S. Peace policeman out of sight, around the
Council. "Soon, American soldiers comer of Sixth Street.
could be fighting in the Middle East
At 1:05, one marcher sh'outed
as they did in Vietnam."
through his bullhorn, "Let's go
"There is a good mixture of peo- home now."
ple,'' said protester Anaed Farah.
The marchers slowed their pace
Of the Jewish marchers and Israeli and stopped.
invasion into Lebanon, she said, "ll
"Please bring aU signs down
will dispel the myth that most Jews here,'' shouted Anaed Farah.
support Israel."
"There are free cokes here provided
Federal workers and people with by a friend. Thank you, my
business to conduct in the Federal friends."
Building weaved their way through
A few seemed reluctant to give up
the marchers or simply went around the demonstration. ''The demonthem.
. stration is over," shouted the man
Abe Abraham, protester and on the hom. ''Please clean up and
Palestinian, said Israel was using go."
napalm, F-15s and F-16s. "It was
Within five minutes nearly everywhat happened in Europe," he said.
"Now they tum-around and do what one had left. Plenty of time to spare;
wasdone to them~ They bomb hos- their permit was good to I :30. By
pitals, entire villages, high-rise 1:25, all were gone: police, horses,
apartments. Palestinian guerillas observers and marchers.
Some people sat on the steps now.
don't Jive in high-rise apartments."
Some of the marchers wore pur- But they were not protesters,<and the
ple-blue armbands. ''It means inter- guards were back inside the
nat-security .•• to keep the crowd building.
The business people came and
moving," one young woman said,
went through the glass doors. The
pointing at the piece of cloth,
One Jewish girl said she'd rather traffic in the street crept along,

Alien smugglers busted
ALBUQUERQUE (UPI) -~ A
federal prosecutor says 38 people
have beeN indicted in a ~·very large
operation" that smuggled thousands
of aliens into the United States
through Juarez, Mexico, during the
past fOur years.
U.S. Attorney William Lutz said.
Wednesday several people were
arrested and more than two dozen
remained at large following the in- .
vestigation. He said it involved the
tbansport of alienstHrOuGh a Juarez

hotei"'ebator to safe houses iN EL
Paso, Silver City and Belen.
Lutz said aliens paid $600 "and
on up'' to be smuggled into the United States to take low-paying jobs.
Lutz and Immigration and Naturalization Service criminal investinator Jerry Jacobson said that in some
cases three to four aliens were
squeezed into car trunks in southwest New Mexico and kept there
during a 40-hour drive to Chicago
and other Midwestem points.

Government amends
student loan process
the Department of Education has
announced an amended family contribution schedule for determining a
student's need for a subsidized
Guaranteed Student Loan in the
1982-83 school year.
The schedule, published in the
Federal Register, will enable postsecondary education institutions to
calculate how much a student's
family is able, and expected, to contribut.e toward the cost of education.
Unless disapproved by the Congress within 30 days; the schedules
will apply to loans for.. periods of
instruction between July l, l982and
llenlie Allen
June 30, 1983.
THE WINNER: Robin Justiz, broadcast and magazine journalist, gives a few last words of
Only applicants whose families
encouragement to about 30 New Mexico high school students facing editorial deadlines. The have
adjusted gross incomes above
students are at UNM this week attending seminars as part of Newspaper Awareness Week. $30,000, as reported o11 their 1981
This photograph won first place in the photography contest. The week of activities is federal income tax returnsf must
co-sponsored by the New Mexico Press Association and the UNM Department of Journalism: undergo "need analysis" to qualify
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.
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........

for a subsidized GSL. Other stu•
dents qualify automatically.
Need for a subsidized loan, one
on which the feder11l government
pays the interest, is established by
the expected family contribution,
other aid the student is receiving and
the cost of education atthe partlculat'
school. the sum of the first two fac·
tors is subtracted from the third to
establish a student's need.
When there is a difference of
$1,000 or more, the student is eligi·
ble to borrow the needed amount, Up
to $2,500 for undergraduate study.,
or $5;000 for graduate study, in any
one academic year.
When the difference is between
$500 and $1 ,000, the student is
eligible forthe minimum subsidized
loartof$1 ;000. If no need is shown,
a student or the parent may still ~or•
row under the PLUS loan program.
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Wire Report

by United Press International
Bhamdoun.l6mileseastofBcirut. The Voice

International News

But additional congressional action lies

of Lebanon, a radio run by the Lebanese 1
· ahead when commit<ecs begin trying to write

Americans flee Lebanon
LEBA:'I<O!'i'- lsraellaun.;hed a maJOr ;m
and 2round assault a2ainst tl1e Snian Aml\
and 'Palestinian po~itions east of Beirut
Wednesda} and the Cnited States closed it>
embassy and said it \\Ould begin eYacuating
Americans from Lebanon.
Lebanese leaders made a last·dltch effort
through L'.S. mediator Philip Habib to spare
Beirut from a final Israeli onslau2ht.
Officials said the PLO fom1aliy accepted
Habib's suggestion it give up control of west
Beirut to the Lebanese Army but added that
PLO leaders wanted a U.S. guarantee that
Israel would not lnnde the capital.
. Israeli and Syrian tanks locked in battle late
Tuesday around the mountain village of

Christian militia, said Israeli planes also , the resolution's spending and tax revenue
bombed the town of Jamhour. 1 miles east of ~ targets into specific legislation to be enacted
· before October l. the start of the 1983 fiscal
Beirut.
~'ear.

National News

Congress passes budget
WASHI:-iGTON- Congress •. ending
fiv.e months of fierce debate, adopted aRepublican 1983 budget Wednesday that cuts
512 billion from domestic programs, raises
S21 billion in new taxes and has a deficit that
mal' reach S 116 billion.
Final Senate passage by a :\4-45 vote came
at. the close of a panisan banle o':er the. S/70
budget blueprint for next year,. which also cuts
President Reagan's requested increase in
military spending by S7 billion.

and postal retirees. Social Security, railroad
retirees and veterans pension> get full inflation
increases.
·

State and Local News

Apodaca Jr.'s trial ends

The ~epublican authors estimate, the deficit
at only Sl0:>.9 billion. but the non-partisan ALBUQUERQUE - Fom1cr UNM footCongressional Budget Office projects it at ball pJayer Jerry Apodaca Jr. was acquitted
Wednesday of reckless driving l(nd eluding
Sll6 billion, double last year's deficit.
The budget resolution ca)ls for new tax in- officers, but convicted of resisting arrest in a
1 creases of-S20.9 billion in 1983 and S98.3 February 15 speeding incident.
Metropolitan Court Judge James O'Toole
! billion over the ne.~t three years.
i' Tne resolution ;.eek> about S5.9 billion in has ordered a report on Apodaca's background
cuts in social progr:mrs and $6,3 billion from for the July 15 sentencing hearing.
BrentJohnson, the Albuquerque policeman
i. non"mititaN discretion:!.."\. prOlmlJ!lS, includwho arrested Apodaca, said in his report that a
~ ing education.
• - '
·
~
The resolution assumes pay increases of 4 car ran a stop sign and a traffic signal and led
~ percent a year for fedcrnl ch'ilian.and military him on a 70 mph chase.
He said Apodaca refused to be handcuffed
'. employees, and assumes a 4 percent limit on
~ cost·of·li~ing incrca...<.eS for ciYilian, military , and ran but was. caught after a brief foot chase.

A bowl of our spicy Green
Chili Stew, Dour tortilla &
small soft drink

1.39
Coupon good thru 6-30-82
8

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

Roll, Splcy Beans. Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage

5189 With COUp·on
Reg. '2.~"

Open at
11:00 Daily

Lise our convenient. orive up windows at
183.0 Lomas at Yale
4.700 .Menaul NE
52'31 Central NW

Expires 6-30.82

I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Beer &Wine
Available
Coors, Herman Joseph's,
Miller, Miller Lite
and an assortment of
Fine Wines

Cheese ...................... 2.15

$1.00off

(across from UNM)

2906 Eubank NE

293-8882

(Eub<Jnl & Condeloric)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Any $7.89 LP or Tape

We've got your song!

with coupon thru 6-30-82

1'

Chili Dog & Beer
1.25

Harry~~E~~t9SH,DCX;S
(next to the Lobo Campus Pharmacy)

A Free Ice Cream Cone & one free game in our game rnnm

All NEW Video Game Room!

(must be 21 for beer)

• Albuquerque Video Game llremler •
• MS. PACMAN •
~~~

(a 2.70 value)
(can sub. soft drink if under 21)

~~~~

YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122'YALE SE

with coupon thru 6-30-82

coupon good ONLY
wtth valod student or
militan ID Limit one
New Donors accepted
per New Donor Not good
From 12:30 to 3:30 pm
w1th other coupons
.
Monday through Friday
Present lhis COIJiicm for ;a $5.00
Bonus on

Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
(505) 266-5729
Group Fund Raising Available
New Donors Accepted 12:30·3:30pm M·F

-People Helping People Through Plasmapheresis-·

~

Free Dagelsl

2216 Central SE
265-5986

12 clozH frM froze bGgN wtth
fhll coupon aftd any food pun:haa..
1

Across from UNM
~~

.

·-~·

..

···········~·· '
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2206 Central S.E.

Egg .......................... 2.15
Tuna .... , ..................... 3.25
Italian ..................... , . 2.90

Small Breakfast Burrito

Across from UNM,

Scrambled Egg, Potatoes,
Green Chile in a Flour Tortilla ••• , •• , . ,

next to McDonald's

1.15

w/Cheese ........•••.. , .... , . 1.45
Big Breakfast Burrito
2 Scrambled Eggs, 2 Strips Bacon,
P_otatoes, Green Chile In a
Flour Tortill~ •• ~ ••••••••• , •••••••

1.95
w/Cheese .. , ..•......••...... 2.25

Reg.
2.85

Mini

COLD SUBS

Iiam & Egg Sandwich

2.20

w/Cheese, served on Onion Roll , ••••••

1.15

Pick 2 Meats and 1 Cheese
Meat

Cheese

Ham
Liverwurst
Spiced Ham
Pastrami
Pepperoni
Roast Beef
Cooked Salami
Turkey
Genoa Salami

Mozzarella
American

Swiss
Provolone

Green Chile 30¢ Extra

Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions & lralian Dressing Garnish Included

Reg.

255-2225

Hours:
Monday thru Friday 8 a,m.-9 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
U a.m. - 8 p.m.

CHEF'S SALADS .

3.10

2222 Central SE

Take Advantage of
·These Super Deals
Along With Our
Everyday Low Prices.
Weekly Specials

Mini
2.35

HOT SUBS

COMBOS
Ill Sub

Sausage
Steak Italiano
Peppers, M~m:arella & Onions Garnish Included
Meatball . Veal Italiano . Eggplant Parmesan
Spaghetti Sauce &

Ham, Pepperoni, Genoa & Cooked Salami, Provolone, Mouarella,
Reg.
Fries or Salad, Medium Drink •••.••.••••••••• , ••••••• , , ••• ,_ ••• Mini

112 Sub

Mot~arella

3.50
2.90

Reg. 3.75

Meatball, Sausage, Eggplant Parmesan, Fries or Salad, Medium Drink •••••• , Mini 3.15

Hot Roast Beef with Mushroom
Gravy and Cheese
Reg. 3.10
Mini 2.35

113 Fish & Chicken Combo
Fries, Cole Slaw, Garlic Bread&.. Tartar Sauce .............................

3.25

114 Fish Basket
Fries, Cole Slaw, Clarlic Bread & Tartar Sauce •• , , , , •••••••••• , , , , • , , , • , • 2.25

DISH of SPAGHE'ITI
&MEATBALLS

115 Chicken Basket
Fries, Co!~ Slaw. Garlic Bread ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• ,. • , • • ~ .. , ,. , ••

2.35

Include.! Salad & Garlic Bread

$2.50 (Meatless 2.00)

Tuna Sub
Reg. 3.25
Mini 2.45

Egg Salad Sub
Reg. 2.15
Mini 1.55

Cheese Sub
Reg. 2.15
Mini 1.55

Vegetarian Delight ... Cooked Bell Peppers & Onions
Mini 1.75
With Spaghetti Sauce & Mozzarella
Reg. 2.15

Side Dishes
Super French Fries , . , ..•......
Onion Rings ............... ..
Cole Slaw •••....••••.••..•.•.
Potato Salad ........ , ........ .
Garlic Bread •.••..•...••••.•••
Pickle (Hal() •..•. , ........ , ..

Cater Your
Next Party

.55

.60
.35

.55
.35

.30

Cheesecake ..•..••.. " • · ••.•.•..
w/Topping ...•..••...••. , •.
Coffee Cake- • "' •••. , ..•....•• , •
Spice Cake .•••..•..••.... ~ .•••
Chocolate Chip Cookie •.• , •• , ,
Apple Pie .. " •..••..-..•••••..•
Brownie ....•.•.• ~ ••••••••.• r

-

.65
.75

.55
.55
.50

.79
.50

6-Foot Subs
255~36~6

Coke, Sprite, Mr. Pibb, ked Tea,
Orange brink, Punch, Lemonade
Sm. .45 Med. .55 Lg. .65
Hot Tea ......35
Coffee ••.•••. 35
Milk ........ .45
Choe. Milk •. .45

Cold Cheese and
Meat Trays
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King okays remap plan;
special election Aug. 31

All Rights Reserved
Within the next few weeks, UNM students will have an opportunity
to have a repre:;entative to provide input on monetary decisions
affecting them. Governor Bruce King will be making student appointments to the Board of Educational Finance. This is the single most
important governing body for st!Jdents in New Mexico, because it is
the BEF which decides how money will be spent. The Board has two
student po:;itions awarded on a rotation basis.
Odd as it may seem, UNM ha:; not had a student representative on
this Board since 1978. This is doubly surprising, considering UNM has
not only the state's largest student population but its only medical
and law schools. In the past, UNM's lobbying efforts with the legislature have been more effer,tive than those of any other school in the
state.
It is of particular importance that UNM receive an appointment in
the upcoming round. Several issues are coming up which have great
impact on UNM; the awarding of work-study funding, the question of
tuition increases, numerous capital outlay projects and library bond
issues,
It is imperative that should UNM receive such an appointment its
representative be knowledgeable about the BEF and State Legislature, and hold an important position in ASUNM. Michael Gallegos is
the obvious choice for several reasons. He has the experience and no
one inexperienced has a place on the BEF. As ASUNM and ASNM
Lobby Chairman, he's been to Santa Fe in behalf of the students
before. He has already worked with the state legislators, members of
the BEF, and UNM alumnus Governor King.
Combined with this, he is president of ASUNM a.nd will therefore
be in a position to powerfully move as liaison between student and
the BEF. UNM sets the precedent for the other state universities and is
a leader in initiating new programs. With Gallegos as the BEF student
representative, not only will U NM have a good representative, every
school in New Mexico can look forward to a fruitful BEF term. -MAM

State legislators packed their bags
aqd weqt home Tuesday, leaving a
plan for reappportioning the legislative districts on Gov. Bruce I<ing's
desk.
The special session was called to
settle the reapportionment question
after the courts had rejected two earlier plans.
'

Life and Related Subjects
You should go sailing. Nothing is more
relaxing than getting out on the open sea,
far from the workaday world and decent
medical care.
One oflhe most rewarding experiences
of my life was the time I sailed with a
group of friends from Florida to the Bahamas, which is a distance of about75 miles
by airplane and about 325,000 miles by
sailboat, due to the large amount of going
up and down and sideways. Seconds after we left the dock, all of us started to feel
queasy, except for my friend Buzz, who
felt hungry. Buzz went downstairs and
came back with the largest, greasiest
plate of corned-beef hash any of us had
ever seen, enough corned-beef hash to
feed a rural Peruvian village for a year,
which he decided he didn't want to eat
right away after all, so he set it down,
waiting for his appetite to come back, and
we all sat around watching it congeal
under the Florida sun, until we realized
that we were too sick even to commit
suicide, at which point the captain, who
had been looking at some nautical maps,
announced that we would come in sight
of the Bahamas in another eight to 10
hours. It was so nautical and rewarding
that to this day I cannot think about it
without having to sit down and put my
head between my legs.

If you really want to enjoy sailing, you'll
need a boat. The major categories of
boats are schooners, tankers, galleons,
bowsprits, ketches, windjammers, whal·
ers, pirate ships, catamounts and liners.
They are all basically the same. The best
kind of boat is one that
•has a bathroom, and
•somebody else has paid for.
The second feature is very important.
Boats are extremely expensive, and you
don't want to spend a lot of your own
money on something that is likely to
crash and sink. So you want to hang out
where wealthy, boat-owners hang out,
such as horse shows or the State Depart·
ment, and persuade on·e of them to lend
you his boat. What you do is sidle up to a
likely prospect and engage him in a conversation wherein you subtly display
your knowledge of sailing:
You: Hello there. It certainly is a fine
day, isn't it?
Wealthy Person: Yes, it certainly is.
You: Belay those scuppers. Nor' easter
off the starboard jib. Avast.
Wealthy Person: Say, would you like to
borrow my boat?
Once you're on the boat, you should
observe safe nautical procedures. This
means that, at all costs, you must avoid

~

··the student bodY ..

Few areas in the United States
receive more sunlight and warm
weatherthan the Southwest, Recently, emphasis on sunlight and
its effects on the skin have come
to the attention of the health professions and the public with im·
portant health implications.
Sunburn, tanning, certain
types of skin cancer and other
injuries to the skin are caused
primarily by ultraviolet radiation.
Solar irradiance varies with
several factors: time of day, season, latitude, altitude, clouds,
and reflective surfaces. Noontime summer sunlight on a clear
day, near the equator, at high
altitude, would give maximum
irradiance. For every 1000 feet of
altitude gained, there is an increase in solar irradiance of 4%.
Living in Albuquerque, at 5000
feet, we receive 20% more sun·
light than people living at sea

level in Los Angeles, although
we are at similar latitudes. Fresh
snow reflects almost 80% of
ultraviolet light: sand and concrete almost 50%. In other
words, wearing a hat or resting
under a shade tree may not com·
pletely protect one from sunburn.
Sunburn is caused, specifical·
ly, by ultraviolet-a radiation. Af·
ter a sufficient exposure, redness
begins at two to six hours and
peaks at 10 to 24 hours, subsid·
ing over the next few days. Two
patterns of tanning occur after
exposure to ultraviolet radiation.
The first, an immediate tanning,
is apparent within minutes after
exposure and disappears six to
eight hours after exposure is
stopped. The second response,
delayed tanning, is not noticeable until 72 hours after exposure and depending on the individual will last from weeks to

by Dave Barry

moving the boat. Moving the boat in·
valves steering and raising the sails and
tying knots and so on, all of which can
lead to property damage and death. So
the first Sailing Rule of Thumb is: Always
keep the boat firmly tied to a large, immovable object, or better yet, on dry land.

If you absolutely must move the boat,
check to make sure that the wind is blowing in the right direction (horizontally},
then raise the sails. As they start to fill
with wind, the boat will gradually start to
move majestically in some random direction, and you will experience the thrill of
traveling in the same manner as Christopher Columbus and Ferdinand Magellan, both of whom were killed by savages
on wretched little islands.
Once the boat is under way, your job is
to issue commands to the crew, unless
you forgot to bring a crew, in which case
you should fire a few marine flares at
nearby boats to let them know you need
assistance.
If you do have a crew, you must re·
member they are depending on you for
their safety and well-being. You must be
ready to issue commands clearly and
quickly in the event of nautical emergencies. The most useful commands are:
•"Here, you steer the boat." ·
•"Why don't you steer the boat?"

years.
Certain drugs, plants, cosmetics and soaps can increase an
individual's susceptibility to sunburn. In addition, some diseases
increase sensitivity to the sun
and may be extremely disabling.
On the other hand, sunlight is
very useful. in the treatment of
certain skin diseases such as
psoriasis.
There is very good evidence
supporting the role of sunlight in
the production of skin cancer.
Basal cell carcinoma, the most
common cancer in Anglos, is
found primarily on the head and
neck. People with this type of
cancer generally have light eyes,
fair hair, and light complexions.
They also seem to sunbur.n more
easily. Fortunately, basal cell car·
cinomas rarely spread to involve
other areas of the body and are
easily cured by surgical measures.
Squamous cell carcinoma is
the second most common skin
cancer in Caucasians and the
most common skin cancer in pigmented races. This type of cancer is even more convincingly
linked to sun exposure than basal cell carcinoma. Squamous cell
carcinoma occurs most commonly on the head, neck and exposed areas of the arms, and It
seems to. spread more easily
than basal cell carcinoma. But
most can be cured by surgical
measures if detected early.
Wrinkling jlld yellowing of the
skin are similar to those changes
occurring in the natural process

•"It is perfectly all right with me if you
steer the boat."
While your crew is steering the boat,
you should locate the horizon, using a
sextant or marine calipers, then set a
course that will get you back to land as
soon as possible without hitting anything. Bear in mind, though, that under
International Sailing Commission Rules,
you are not allowed to sail directly toward
anything. If you want to go in one particular direction, you are required to sail in
some other direction. This is called "tacking," and if you fail to do it, you could be
torpedoed by Coast Guard patrol boats.
The best place to sail is a yacht club
where the owner ofthe boat you are using
has a charge account. Sailing into yacht
clubs can be tricky, because they usually
contain a great many boats. So you, as
captain, will have to call on all your reserves of nautical skil.l and leadership.
Look the situation over carefully, gauging
the wind and the current, then issue this
command to your crew; "Sail into that
yacht club over there and stop the boat
without hitting any other boats." Then go
to the downstairs part of the boat (in
nautical terms, the "downstairs part of
the boat"} and rummage around for the
wealthy boat-owner's liquor until the
boat is safely anchored or has run into
land.

of aging, but appear to be
accelerated in individuals with
increased sun exposure, espe·
cially those with fair skin.
It is importc:nt to remember
that artificial sunlight such as
sunlamps and suntanning parlors have the same effects on
your skin and cautions should be
exercised in their use.
There are ways to reduce. the
effects of sunlight without moving to a cloudy, cold area. There
are several sunscreens on the
market and many contain PABA
(p-amino benzoic acid} as it is the
best-known absorber in the
ultraviolet-B spectrum. Most
sunscreens now have printed on
their containers a number re·
flecting the effectiveness of the
preparation, called the "Protection Factor." This is determined
by measuring the smallest
amount of light needed to pro•
duce a burn with and without the
sunscreen. With a protection factor of 10 it would take 10 times
more sunlight with the sunscreen than without to get the
same amount of redness. For
maximal protection it is best to
apply the sunscreen repeatedly,
especially during outdoor activi•
ties where sweat or water may
remove the previous application.
Although sunlight is an impor·
tant ingredient in vacations and
weekends, it must be respected
for its ability to produce problems in later life. Consult your
dermatologist for more information and sunlight-related skin
problems,

:·

Forced by a court order to use the
officiall980 U.S. Census figures in
spite of growing evidence that the
figures were at least partiallly inaccurate, the plan finally decided
upon left many legislators angry and
worried that lawsuits will force a
future remap showdown.
Rep. AI Valdez, a Democrat from
Albuquerque's South Valley, feels
the coalition of Republicans and
conservative Democrats ruling the
reapportionment session were getting even for his court fight to throw
out the last plan when they placed
him in the same district with fellow
Democrat Adele Hundley. The precinct where he lives was added to
Hundley's district 14 despite an
·attempted precinct swap that would
have kept him in district 12 as the
incumbent. Valdez says the new

$1 0,000 offered
for writer on
ethnic c·ultures
UNM's English department will
be offering a $10,000 fellowship for
the 1982-83 academic year to "foster creation of literature about Hispanic and Indian cultures and to encourage writers in those areas."
Though there is no ethic restriction on application, the English department ..will aggressively seek
American Indian and Hispanic applicants.

boundary for his old district stops
just 15 feet from his house.
Rep. Manuel Trujillo, D-Chama,
was also unsatisfied by the legislature's action. Trujillo feels minorities will be under-represented because of the census miscount, and
conservatives made matters worse
by diluting minority concentrations
through careful redistricting.

includes six precincts fonnerly in
Felix Nunez' district II, including
the entire central and north campuses of UNM and a two-blockwide stretch just south of Central
including Presbyter!an Hospital.
Ten precincts northeast of UNM
have also been thrown in, forcing a
run-off Aug. 31 with Democratic
Rep. Frank Horan, fonnerly in district 22. Loss of six precincts south
Another leading liberal 'loyal of Central and the inclusion of
Democrat,' House Majority Leader · Horan's strongest areas force Pratt
Ray Sanchez, further claimed that into a tough fight for re-election.
coalition conservatives had exNunez, a Democrat, picked up
cluded loyalists from the drafting
several Martineztown precincts in
process, and the result was a plan lieu of the student areas, probably
forcing liberals into races against
insuring an easy time for his reeach other in the special Aug. 31
election.
'legislators only' primary.

FUTURE COLLEGE
GRADUATES
The. Department of the Navy in now accepting
appl:.catJ~ns. f~r entr~-level management positions.
Qual~fled IndiVIdUals w1ll be guaranteed appointment to
a pa1d 16-week training program and assignment to
ma~~gement duties in operations, personnel, finance,
logiStics. ~nd c?mmunications. Starting salary $20,000
after tra1mng With guaranteed raised to $31,500 in four
years. Requirements for applications include BS/BA
d~wee (any major), 19-31 years old, U.S. citizen,
Willing to relocate and qualification test.

Senate distticting changes in the
House Minority Leader Hoyt Pattison, R-Clovis, argued for the UN M area were not so dramatic.
coalition, saying attempts by the Only Sen. Tom Rutherford will face
Hous.e to retain eight Hispanic- a challenge for his seat Aug. 31
represented South Valley districts when he battles Republican Thomas
showed a concern to avoid discri- Lewis for district 16,
ruination.
In general the reapportionment
Whatever the political reasons, seeks to reduce the number of multiAlbuquerque will gain four House county districts in both chambers,
seats that will encompass parts of the· but line revisions will still include
city, three in the Northeast Heights more than a dozen such districts in
and one in the South Valley. Senate the House alone.
boundary changes also will increase
the city's representation, based on
the rapid population gains ofihe past
10 years.
In the districts surrounding UNM
the greatest change is in House district ]8, now represented by Judith
Pratt. Pratt's old district was bordered on the west by Buena Vista
Avenue S.E., dipped cast on Coal
Avenue to Harvard Street, north to
Central Avenue, and then followed
Central east to define the northern
edge of the district. Now district 18

DEPT OF THE NAVY

505-766-3895
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Applicants for the fellowship
should submit a cover letter describ·.
ing education, writing experience,
goals in writing and expected benefits of the fellowship. Two letters
of reference are required.
Fiction writers should submit 30
pages of recent work; poets should
submit 15 pages.

th.General Stores

Applications should be sent by
July 15 to Rudolfo A. Anaya,
director; Creative Writing Program,
Department of English: University
of New Mexico.
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spy world. Richard Widmark is the
heavy; Sidney Poitier directs. (Los
Altos Twin)
Megaforce-Combining ullra•
sophisticated weaponry and the best
fighting men in the world, this film
reSearches the same exi~tenti~l ilnd

"LECTURE UNDER THE STARS"
The University of New Mexico

episthnological questions that appear in
The Fall Guy. (Coronado 4; M Plaza)
Love and Death-Woody Allen's satire on the Tolstoy epic War and Peace
is complete with the patented Allen
wryness. (The SUB theater; June 25,
26, and 27)
Poltergeist-A harmless but mischievous ghost lusts after a little girl,

Summer 1982

June 28

8:00 p.m.

Dr. John E. Valusek
•

Psychologist, teacher

leaps out of a television and re-arranges

PEOPLE ARE NOT FOR HITIING

the furniture in this Spielberg thriller.
(Wyoming Wall; The Lobo Theatre)
Prelly Baby-Louis Malle e~tracts an

Central Mall
Lectvres will be held Monday evenings at 8:00 p.m. In case of
Inclement weather, the lectvtes which ore scheduled on the
Central Moll will be moved ro the ballroom of the New Mexico
Union 13t.JIIdlng. There Is no admission charge, and the general
public is cordially invited,
Coqrd/nored bY rht;> SIUCfenr Actlvltle!i Center. a divl$ion of the Deon

JUNE

JUNE.L..I......

incredible performance as Brooke

of Srudent$ Off1ce.

26 21
&

SAT. 7:00 & 9:30
11:30
Tl\URS. 'l:OO & 9:30
suu. 7:00 & 9:30
"FRI. 7:00 & 9:30 & 11:30

WtRfdyAllen
Co-star DIANE KEATON
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E.A. Mares
A lor.al poet branches out into the realm of the
stage with the Nuestro Teatro's production of his
play Lola's Last Dance.
E. A. Mares, best known for his Unicorn Poem, a
book length work of poetry that deals with adolescence in old town, aims for "a broad audience",
Lola, however,limits itself as a play about an aging

puta.
Esteban Mariscal's portrayal of Lola's boyfriend
is alone worth the price of admission.
Mares says people who have seen the play either
hate it, or keep coming back to sec il. He also added
that perhaps the best critisism he's received was

when he heard Manuel Lujan walked out during the
middle of it. The production, despite some sagging
points in the middle. docs a good job of shooting
down some sacred cows in New Mexico - especially religion and politics. Angie Torres,
the woman who plays Lola, tendSlo get lost in th"
confusion of the surrealistic flashback scenes that
make Lola. Bolh plays will run through July on
weekends at La Campania de Teatro de Albuquerque's Nuestro Teatro at 3211 Central. La Compania
is impressive as an organization not out to merelY
make a buck, but with a genuine concern for the
product and who it involves,

Concerts
M~·lru·Uc,ldw)'II·M,Iyrr l'r'"'~"~''"

Ate AI,AN JIAin~r;t( lchu''IW~11~"
Wrnle·•ll:r. CIIHISrol'l II·;!~ GO HI:':
1.)' DI\VII >m; su.vA .,cui ALAN MAHSIIAIJ.
lllmhd!JI Al.AN I'AHI<I-:1{ ,., ""k'"'"'"
"'-"lo"'W""'"u:~·"' .. '" ·~~:. ·.. ,,
'"'"''"'•]

Summer Concert 1-The Chamber
Orchestra ofAibuquerque will open its

seventh summer season on Saturday,
Juno 26at 8:15p.m. at the Albuquerque
Little Theatre. The repertoire will include pieces by Bach, Wagner. and
Stravinsky.
Bobby and The Midnights---Grateful
Dead gutarist Bobby Weir comes to the
Paolo Soleri Ampitheatrc in Santa Fe at
8 p.m. on June 27, Tickets are available
thru Giant Ticket Outlets.
The Mamas and the Papas-the foUl·
com~

plete with John Philips and the necessary replacements, at the Paulo Solcri
in Santa Fe on Saturday, July II at 4
p.m.Tickets are 9.50 general admission
and are available thru all Giant Ticket
Outlets.
Bill's Friends will be playing at the
Alley Theater, 106 Vasser S.E., on
Saturday, Juno 26 at 9 p.m. Admission
is $2 and refreshments will be available.

Posh Eddie's (2216 Central Ave.)Straight from he Blue Holy War and
into UNM's nearest watering -hole is
The E.G. Blue Jazz Trio. Songstress
Sue Young plays from 41o 7 p.m. for
the happy hour.
The Wooden Horse (7605Centm!Av.

N.E.)-Tite Charlie Suntmon.< Blues
Ba11d kick out their L.A. style blues this
weekend. Happy hour is Monday thnl
Friday from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. with
2-for-onc one well drinks and discounts

Clubs
Bogart's (Montgomery Plaza)-0/e

Scratclr play original Clines and' their
ever·popular Beatie set in the upstairs
lounge and downstairs 505 cranks out
some rock-and-roll. Both bands start at
9 p.m. Happy hour is Tuesday thnl
Thursday from 4:30 to 7:30 and drink
specials stan ai 7:30 and last until9:30.
Danbi's (2900 Coots NW)~Laney

McDonald and his Swinging Crew

Monday, June 28th, at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents
"The Underground Golf Course"
In comedy /fantasy about a 16-year-old aspiring

writer named Mo. Cosmo White depicts a
golf caddy who discovers the pen is
mightier than the golf dub.
Brought to you by

~

PublicS.nnceCo~yo1New~co
Principal series funding provided by A COMPANY CALLED TRW

swing the small jazz club on tho West
Mesa Friday and Saturday night. On
Sunday Billy Morris and rile Red Hot
Chili Ba11d will play Dixieland jazz.
Music starts at 9:30.
Friar's North (4410 Wyoming NE)-

Sl!ssief41 shakes the dance floor \villi
rock·and·roll a11d oldies. Happy hour
is 3·8 p.m. Monday thru Frlc(ay and
features 21ot·oile wt/1 drinks. MttSic
stan< at 9 p.m.
Friar's l'uh (6825 Lomas NE)-Rock
and roll and top 40 tnuslc from The
Shakers can be heard thnl next SatUr·
day, Happy hour is fron1 4 to 7 p.m.,
Mo~day thrli Friday with discounts on
everything.
Gibraltar's (4800 San Matto llivd.
NE)-The rock shakes and the Shakers
rock. Music starts at 9 p.rii. Happyhour
is from II a.m. until 7 p.m. with 2-for·

Chelsea Street Pub (Coronado Ccnter)-Now thru June26 will be the easy
listening voice and guitar strums of
David Evans. Music, beer chugging
contests and drink specials all start at 9
p.m.
Grabam Central Slalion(3301 Juan
Tabo)-Prc··rccorded country music
for dancing is heard on Friday night and
disco is heard on Saturday night. On
Sunday The Rainbow Stew Band will

play country music.
Taverna Lounge (800 Rio Grande
N. W .)-Popular jazz pianist Gap Mangione tclilms for three nightly sfu;·ws:
9:00, 10:30, and midnight. Cover
charge is $3 on weekdays and $5 on
Friday and Saturday.
The Broadway Jazz Club(Tamarind
Restaurant, First Plaza Galeria)-Jazz
trumpeter Bobby Shew returns to his
hometown for two nights of solid jazz.

Doors open at 8 p.m. and music gets
Under way at 9. Admission is $4 for
members aftd $5 for the general public.
The Hungry Bear(l200 Wyoming
N .E.)-Ditk Tracy, a high energy, five
piece band oul of Denver will play a
variety of dance music. Music starts .a(
9 p.rtl. There is a $2 cover charge or1
Friday and Saturday nights.

Film

one drinks as the· ma,in attraction,

Anniec-Just what the world needs

Ned's El Portal (4200 Central SE)Contemporary rock and oldies by the
Sassy Jones will be at Ned's thru SUn·
day. Monday thru Friday, rrom 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m. all drinks are discounted for
the happy hour. Music starts at 9 p.m.

a11othcr movie based on a tomic sti'p:
But· with the conglomerate efforts Ai·
lccn Quinh, Tim Curry, director John
Houston, Albert Finney and Sandy the
dog, this one tnight be good. (Cinema
East; Coronado flour)

Author! Authori-Al Pacino stars as a
playwright who undergoes profound

changes as his wife ieavesbim with five _
.kids, (four of which arc hers by fanner

marriages) and he faces a crisis in his
career. (Louisiana Blvd.;. Far Nonh
Cinema)
Bambi-This animated Disney classic

is about a fawn's rite de passage. Some
scenes in this innocent, agctcss film arc
1andmarks in cinematic poignancy.
Starring Bambi and Thumper. (Win·
rock ll and the Far North Cinema)
Blade Runner-Harrison Ford's
newest movie after laughing himself all
the way to tho bank. This is a detective
thriller directed by the British fit maker
who was responsible for Alien-Ridley
Scott. (Coronado 4; M .Plaza)
Cartoons that Bop-Betty Roop cele·

bratcs jazz. tunes in this collage Of short,
animated films that pulsate to Cab
Calloway and Louis Annstrong tunes.
Some Warner Brother's Looney Tunes
also pop up. (Don Pancho's; June 27
and 29)
E.T.-Dircctor Stephen Spielberg
(Jaws) weaves cha!ic scenes. high~tec

and California satire into this entertaining tear-jerker about the love between a
young boy and a Wayward extraterrestrial. (Louisiana Blvd. Cinema)
FirefoK-Ciinl Eastwood plays the part
of a pilot who must steal a sophisticated

Russian jc1 in order to perpetuate the
International balance of power. East·
wood himself (yawn) directs. (Fat
Notth Cinema and the Winrock Jl,
Fame-This film c<plodes with
adolescent !alent and enthusiasm as it
examines the trials and tribulations of
education among the gifted at a New
York pcrformanlng arts school.

Grease: 11- Look cool. act coot and
11

be cool" ate the rules for the students at
the ali·Amcrican Rydell High School.
The story supposedly takes off Where
the. Travolta!lsNewton·John travesty
ended, but the conflicts seem to be tho
same, (Far North Cinema and the Comnado Four)
Hanky Panky-Genc Wilder and Gil·
dn Radner get caught up in the dangers
and cotrlplications of the international ·

Nourish the Beast-This slightly
absurd comedy will continue at the
Vortex thru June 27. Showtimcs arc
l'ridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and
Sundays at 2:30. Tickets are $4 and
S:l •.SO for students and senior citizens.
For reservations and more information
call the Vonex at 247·8600.
The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit and
Lola's Last Dance-The leSser known

theatrical. talcnlsof .science fiction mas·
tcr Ray Bradbury and local poet E. A.
Mares come to life on the stage of La
Campania's Nuestro Teatro, 3211 Central N.E. (formerly the Tiffany Playhouse). Curtain times are· Fridays and
Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 3
p.m. Ticket prices are $4; $3.50 for

rons· the opportu.nity to preview the
work of artists (!nd craftsmen whO will

conception. This play continues Sum-

be exhibiting work throughout the
weekend. All work will be for sale,

mcrfcst '82's focus on new plays of the
Southwest. Showdatcs are June 25, 26;
July 2 and 3. Curtain time is 8 p.m.
Admission is $4; $3.50 for senior
citizens, UNM students, faculty, and
staff.
Angel Street-The Co rates Adobe

Tickets arc $5 per person and can be
purchased at the New Mexico Arts and
Crafts Fair Office at 2745 San Mateo
NE, Suite G.

Theater contim.ies its Summer Season
on Thursday, June 24 at 8;30 p.m.
Showdatcs are Thursday thru Sunday
until July II.

Etc .•.
UNM Ballroom Dance Club-The

4-7 pni

Happy Hour
Sue Young on guitar
7-10pm Tequila Night
S1 shots ofTequila
8:30-11 :30pm Live Jazz witll
E.G. Blue Jazz Trio
(Biue.Holy War)

summer meetings of the Ballroom
Dance Club are held every Friday from
7 to 8:30p.m. in room 176 of Johnson
Gym. Admission for non·membel"$ is
SO cents.

Galleries

Tension Management and Relaxa ..

Albuquerque Museum-"Thc Trans·
ccndental Painting Group: 1938 to
1941" is the work of the artists who
settled in Taos and chosc 1 via their

lion Workshop-This workshop helps
the participants learn to cope with

stressful living conditions thrc;mgh the
use of relaxation techniques. There will
be four weekly meetings for one hour a
day and the time will be arranged with
the pruticipants. Cost of the full program is $20, For more infonnation call
David Preninger at 299-5591.

paintings. to rise above the limits of Ihe

Town and the Railroad Boom Years."
Hours are Tuesday through Sunday 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Albuquerque United Artists-The
Members Show will run until July 10.
For more information phone 243·0531
or contact the Downtown Center for the
Ans, 216 Central S.W. Regular houcs
are Tuesday through Saturday II a.m.
. to 4 p.m.
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology-1•Fiestas of Sari Juan Nuevo: Ceremonial art from Michoacan, Mexico''
will show until September, 1982.
Ancient C(\linary wares used by prehistoric Southwestern cooks is the focus of

Theatre

son and William Lumpkins, will be fca·
lured throughout June.
Fiesta Night-The New Mexico Arts
and Crafts Fair presents this gala on
Thursday evening, June 24, from 7 to
10 p.m. at the New Mexico State Fair
Grounqs. This event will give its pat·

Sgiving celebration and Vietnam
memories explode in this Brian Hansen

Shire as Adrianne, Burgess Meredith as

double feature that could-ruin your mat~
riage. Annie Hdllis a droll explication
of an affair between two chronic nuero·
tics, and Manhattan Is beautiful film
about the values and the victims of the
"me" era. (The Guild: June 24)

bers of the transcendental painting
L.awren Harris, Raymond Jon-

J~roup~

25, 26, and 27 at Popejoy Hall. Show.
times are Fridays and Saturdays at 8
p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets are
available through Tickctmaster outlets.
The Goldlish-Gnosrs from the past
become unwelcome guests at a Thank·

physical world. Also showing are kine·
tic sculptures by Charles Maddox ~n<l

Mickey, and Mr. T, as the assassin in
Evcrlast trunks.(Wyoming Mall
Cinema; The M Plaza Three)
Star Trek II: The Wrath of KahnRicardo Montalban stars as Kahn, the
evil man with the Rod Stcwan haircut,

Wildine Galleries(903 Rio Grande
Blvd, NW.)-Thcworksofthreomem·

gers and Hammerstein musical June 24,

film to a neutral comer. Sly Stallone
stars as the heavyweight champ defend·
inghis title. Co·starring Talia Coppala•

social comments come together for a

on wine and beer. Music stans at 8:30.

on I<UHf190.1fm

bo, office figures a knockout, the audi·
ence calls a draw and critics send the

who wHI stop at nothing (even a univcr·

master.

Hational Radio Theatre

Balboa'!. saga! it's a split decision: the

sal Armageddon} to full fill his mission:
kill Captain Kirk. Popular rumor says
Mr. Spack 'buys it' in this one. (Cine·
rna East and the Louisiana Blvd.
Cinema)
VlctorV.VIctorla-Julie Andrews
stars as a female night-club performer
who poses as drag queen on the Paris
gay bar circuit. But only tho premise is
kinky: tho film itself is entertaining and
occasionally hilarious. James Garner
and Roben Preston co-star; Blake Ed·
wards directs. (Los Altos Twin)
Woody Allen Film" Festival-Woody
Allen's two most analytical and blatant

Telluride Bluegrass Festival-the
festival begins 10 a.m. on Friday, June
25, and ends at 10 p.m. Sunday, June
27. Performances by Norman Blake,
Steve Goodman, Levon Helm and Wil·
lie Nelson will highlight the event.
Tickets are available through Ticket·

part hannony sculptors return,

Shields portrays a child prostitute who
falls in love with a photographer. (Don
Pancho's; June 23 and 24)
Ragtime-The celebration of Jimmy
Cagney's return to the screen after a
20-year absence is the film version of
the E.L. Doctorow bestseller. The story
concerns an upstate New York family
and the tumultuous events that change
their lives. (Don Pancho's; June 23 and
24)
Rocky Ill-In round three of Rocky

fommtion and rc~ervAtions call 2567164 or 266·3770.
The Sound ofMu~ic-The Albuq~er·
que Civic Light Opera presents this Ro·

the pennanent historical cx:hibit uNcw

Anasazi and Mogollon bowls. Hours
are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to4
p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; and
Sunday I to 5 p.m.
Mountain Road Galleries (ISO!
Mountain Road NW) is a new gallery
featuring a blend of line arts, contem·
porary crafts and southwestern primi·
tivcs. In Gallery I will be batiks by
Marilyn Gruntmeir, calligraphS by
Helen Gwinn and serigraphs by Gwen
Peterson. In Galleries II and Ill will be
line art and one·of-a·kind gifts for all
occasions. The shows run through July
4. Museum hours are Wednesday
through Saturday from II a.m. to 5
p.m. and Sunday from I to 5 p.m.
UNM Art Museum-"Presences,"
an offset portfolio, related Vandyke
brown salted paperprints by Joan
Lyons, and cyanotypes by Bonnie Gordon will run through July 16. In the
upper gallery "Images From New

2-7pm
4-7pm
7-10pm
9pm-1am

couples get jn free. For more informa-

11an1-6pm
7-lOpm

10-11pm

9pm-1am

ist, university professor, lecturer, and
writer, Dr. John E. Valusek will give a
lecture entitled "People are Not For
HiHingH on the central mall (in front of
Zimmennan Library) on Monday, June
28, at 8 p.m. Admission is free to the
public.

Mexico" surveys a century of creative
visual response to the Land of Enchant·
mcnt; and in the lower gallery is a show

The International Folk Dance Club
meets on Fridays at 8 p.m. in front of
Zimmerman Library. The summer

entit]cd 1 'Latin Arne:rican Art From
University Collections." This collec·

meetings will continue until August 20.

tion is of varic;ms media and represents
the diverse- artistic currents that have·

KUNM-A 16-year·old tees up the

worJd in a .fantastic golf game on The
National Radio Theater's The Under·
ground Golf Course. Scholduled for 10

existed from the colonial period thru the
1970's. Museum hours are Tuesday
through Friday, 10 a. Ill to 3 p.m.

p.m. Monday, June 28 on

90.1 FM.

studcnls and senior dti1.cns. For in·

Live Jazz with

Late Night Happ)· Hom·

Happy Hour
Greek Night
Bring your pin and a date.
Buy a driiik your
date gets one free.
Live Jazz witll
E.G. Blue Jazz Trio
(Blue Holy War)

5151.

Lecture UndertheStars-Psycholog-

Dos Equis Night
$1 Dos Equis

Saturday, June 26

line- for entries in this ,summer's UNM_

Wagon Wheels Square Dance Club
meets every Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m.
in front of Z~merman Library. For
more information call Lawrence P.
Edgar at 243-3641.

Happy Hour
Sue Young on guitar

E.G. Blue Jazz Trio
(Blue Holy War)

Intramural Co-ree Volleyball and
Co·rec Mushbaii-July I is the dead·
Intramural Co-ree volleyball and mushball seasons. All UNM students. faculty and staff are eligible to participate.
Play is scheduled to begin on Monday,
July 5. For more information call277·

Late Night Happy Hour

Friday, June 25

UNM International Folkdancing
Club meets this summer on Monday
evenings at the Heights Community
Center from 6:45 to 10 p.m. Beginners
arc welcome. The Community Center
is located at 823 Buena Vista SE.
Admission is $1.
Subway Station Dance-" Jams Unli·
mited" will spin .the discs on Saturday
night, June 26, from 9 to 12 p.m. in the
Subway Station. Admission is $2 for
students, $3 the general; the first 30
tion call 277·2328.

"Cuisine Art.'' an exhibition of 24

10-11pm

10-llpm

Late Night Happy Hou.t

Sunday, June 27
Noon-6pm
10-llpm

Happy Hour
Late Night Happy Hour

MoH.day, June 28
4-7pm
7-lOpm
8:30-11:30pm
10-llpm

Happy Hour
BUll\'IUler on l{eyboards
Blue Monday
81 Blue Margaritas
Live Jazz
Late Night Happy Hour

Tuesday, June 29

lage in southwestern Colorado
that has gained fame for its
nationally renowned music and
film festivals, prepares itself for
the ninth annual Tetlutide Coun-

4-7pm

.f!~ppy

Hou.t .
BUl Miller pnl~eyboards
7-10pni Ladies Night
25¢ well drinks /
tor tl1e ladies
8:30-11 :30ptn Live Jazz
10·11pm Late Night Happy Honr

try Music/Bluegrass Festival.

The gala will begin on Friday,
June 26, at Telluride town park
sometime close to lO a.m. and is
expected to wind down at about
IOp.m. on Sunday evening.
ln compliance with the its
reputation, the festival's paradigm runs the gamut of country/
bluegrass music: from the saturated rustic fingerpicking of Norman Blake to the fencestraddling folksound of Steve
Goodman - to the outlaw songs
of country music superstar Willie
Nelson.
Ticket Prices are $15.60 for
Friday; and $25.60 for Saturday
or Sunda)'; and a package price
for the entire weekend is $55. ,
Tickets and infotmatitln are
available through all Ticketmas-

Wednesday, June 30
HappyHotu·
Bill Miller on keyboards
7-10pm Kamilcaze Night
81 Kamilmzes
8:30-11:30pm Live Jazz
10-llpni Late Night Happy Hour
4-7pm

'

'

·- '.

........
·'
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"WELLNESS WORKSHOPS"
Wclloess ~1nd Nu1riti!m
Wcllncss und Phys.icul Fitness

WellneiiY. uod PJ;rsonul Pmductivity

Dtuc'>: Wcdncsduy, June 2J, I,I)S2

Tin)c: 7;30-9:00 p.m.

Wcdnc~'>day,

Wcllncs1i uml

June JO, IQ82

Strc~s M<mu~cmcnl

Locution: 2nd lloor conference room

Wedl)ei'ltlay, July 7, 1982
_ Wednc.'tclay, July 1.4•.. J ?~.7 _

Dctuih: 277·JlJ6

Advertising
Sales
The New Mexico Doily Lobo Is presently seeking Account
Representatives for its Display Advertising department.
we offer an outstanding opportunity to supplement your
academic education with practical experience in the
Albuquerque job market.

Election ex;cludes budgets
Phil D, Hernandez
Reversing part of a previous decision, UNM President William E.
Davis ruled June 16 that organizations whose budgets passed in the
ASUNM general election March 31·
will not have to run again.
Davis also ruled that groups
whose budgets or ballot questions
failed could seek relief from
ASUNM, and approved June 21 a
prcposal by ASUNM President
Michael S. Gallegos to allow the
ASUNM Senate to decide what actions to take, which include a possible new election.
Gallegos said on June 22 he
would ask the Senate not to authorize a new election, but allow the

affected groups to as!< the Senate for
appropriations equal to their budgets
that appeared on the ballot.
He said there might be a conflict
with the AS()NM Constitution. provisions limiting the amount of
money the Senate can give to a single group, but he would ask the Senate to resolve any such problems,
"If I get challenged in court, so be
it/, he said.
The Senate is schedule>! to meet
June 30.
Only five groups need to appear
before the Senate: Delta Sigma Pi
business fraternity, Movimic.nto
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan,
National Chicano Health Organization, New Mexico Public Interest

Research Group and the Panhellenic
Co!lncil,
NMPIRG director Richard Hall
said, "We plan to work with the
Senate , . ,we're not sure whattheir
expectations are." NMPIRG 's
autonomy referendum and additional funding request failed March 31,
but Davis's decision allows
NMPIRG to receive an $8,000
budget approved by students.
Gallegos also said the decision
apparemly was made because he had
discussed with UNM vice president
John Perovich problems faced by
various groups facing a new budget
election that had run out of money.
Davis could not be reached for comment.

Davis dinner marks farewell

You must have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

student status
o strong desire to succeed
a car
prior sales experience (nat essential but it helps)
a professional altitude
at least 20 hours per week

If you fit these requirements, then come by ond apply fora sales
position with one of the nation's leading Independent student
newspapers.
New Mexico Dally Lobo
Business Office
Box20
At b. N.M. 87131

Conlacl:

(505) 277·5656

Friday Nite at

Congratulations and goodbyes
were the order of the night Tuesday
at the going away party for UNM
President Bud Davis.
Silver haired and looking fit in a
tan summer suit and a smile, Davis
took time to talk with many in the
friendly crowd of 400 that assembled on the lawn outside his soon to
be vacated house.
Davis. UNM boss for the past
seven years, will be leaving
Wednesday to take the position 'of
chancellor at Oregon State University, and "starting work there immediately," he said.
Governor Bruce King, former
ASUNM presidents, Lobo editors,
past and present faculty and friends
gathered around tables stacked high
with wine and fruit.
Mariachis performed on the south
side of the lawn until nine kilted men
bearing bagpipes and drums marched on the scene. Marvin Johnson
hustled about in the midst of the
crowd calling for everyone to follow
the bagpipes over to the Student Union Building.
Dinner was served in the SUB
ballroom, followed by associate
dean of students Karen Abrams and
economics professor David Hamilton presenting their version of the
evening news. The top story -

Dos Equis Night
I

$1 Dos Equis
7-10pm
Great Food, Great Jazz
Great Times

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers. , . take your
eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your hatural beauty
shine through, You'll love the way
Hausch & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you a whole new look on life.
And they're water-drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit·
ling appointment today,
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all
other brands of soft contact lenses .
combined!

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
$210- Soft Spherical Contact LENS {Polymacon)•
SJOO - Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism (8ulfilcon)•
$380 -Sort Extended Wear (Bulfilcon)*
*Complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis • Glauco111.a Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Cnr.e Regime
• Patient Care and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales

. --- -;._
-

DR. ROBERT H. QUICK

~ $~~:'~\DR. DWIGHT TH.IBODEAUX,
C

·~,;mx.

Optometrtsls

1020-A Eubank NE • 298·2020 • open Tuesday • Saturday 9 • 5

Bud's departure.
The evening was filled with the
usual goodbyes and gifts presented
by local Indian and Afro leaders and
the board of regents.
Bruce King proclaimed June 22,
1982 William E. and Polly Davis
recognitibn day in New Mexico.

By 10 o'clock more than just an
evening had passed, An era had passed. An era of increased native and
Latin American studies, Lobogate,
dozens of new faculty appointments, riots and protests, .and an increased awareness of UNM's roll rr
the Southwest.

Joe Cavaretta

Polly and William E. "Bud" Davis say their good-byes at the
SUB ballroom Tuesday night.

Campus Cal'endar

An ongoing support group for
mothers without children is forming
at the University of New Mexico.
Aimed at women who have children but are not living with them, the
group will provide an opportunity
for mothers to share information and
support.
The first meeting is set for
Wednesday, June 30, from 6 to 8
p.m. at the Women's Center, 1824
Las Lomas NE.
The Office of Graduate Studies
was awarded a $134,400 grant by
the Postsecondary Education
Branch of the U.S. Department of
Education to fund 16 graduate fellowships, said Antonio Gomez,
assistant to the dean of Graduate
Studies.
Gomez said the fellowships will
go to students from underrepreseJtted minority groups and
women in the fields of engineering,
law, mathematics," physics and
psychology.
The fellowships arc for $4500 a
year and are renewable for up to
three years.
For more information or to apply
for one of the fellowships, contact
the office of the Dean of Graduate
StUdies.
A one.day career workshop will
focus on women in science at the
Honors Center Saturday, June 26.
The workshop will allow partici"
pants a chance to make contact with
women already working in science
and engineering. It will also allow
participants to obtain information on
employment trends, career a.nd cdu-

cational options, and methods for
planning career changes.
The workshop is sponsored by the
Behavioral Research Division and
the Women's Center and is supported by a National Science Foundation grant.
Pre-registration is $10 and forms
are available at the Behavioral Rcseach Division or the Women's Center. Registration at the Honors Center on thedayofthe workshop is $15
and begins at 8:30 a.m. For more
details, contact the Women's Center, 277-3716.
"People Are Not For Hitting"
will be the next Lecture Under the
Stars to be presented Monday, June
28, at 8 p.m. on the Central Mall.
Dr. John E. Valusek , a psychologist, professor, lecturer and writer, will be the guest speaker.
The lecture is free to .the public

A free seminar focusing on applying psychology, holistic health
and philosophical principles in daily
life will be held Satt~rday and Sunday, June 26-27, from 9 a.m. to 6

p.m.

\.

The seminar is restticted tolJNM
students, staff and .faculty.
· .
Participants should register at the
Women's Center .as so.on as
possible.
~...;..,..~~.~-

"Folk Religioit in a. C]:l~nging
Mexico," an illustrated lecture, is
slated for.Wednesday, June 30, at S
p.m. at the Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology, ·
.,
The speaker will be Dr. Joyce
Bishop, guest curator for Maxwell's
current major exhibit, "Fiestas of

San Juan Nuevo: Ceremonial Art
from Michoacan, Mexico."
The Division of Continuing
Education and Community Services
is sponsoring a presentation titled,
"The Chicano in the Sunbelt: A
Modern Perspective.''
The presentation is set for Monday, June 30, from 7 to 9 p.m.
Registration is $8 and will take
place at the Division. of Continuing
Education Community College, 805
Yale NE. Registrations are accepted
up to and on the day of the presentation. Phone-in registration can be
made with Master Card or Visa by
contacting the Community College
Registrar at 277-3751.
Location of the presentation will
be given upon registration.
An investment workshop on
"Western American Indian Basketry" will take place Monday, June
28.
The workshop will provide a historical overview of Western Amer"
· ican Indian basketry, and information concerning keys to identification, care of collections, history of
collecting, current collecting trends
and market future.
The workshop is sponsored by the
Division of Continuing EducatiOfl
. and Community Services.
. Registration is$ 10. Registrations ·
can be made up to and on the daY of
the workshop at the Division's
offices at 805 Yale NE. Persons with
major credit cards may register by
calling 277-3751.
Location of the workshop will be
given upon registration.

•••••••••••••••••••
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Sports
~coop'

makes his return
visits after championship

"We play improvisational, intuitive
music .. We don't do the songs the
same way every time we do them.
The note-for-note approach to
music is not our way of doing it."

Steve King
Coop ... Coop ... Coop .. ,Coop.
Remember when that used to be
the phrase craze at the "Pit?''
The man, who fits that bill is
Michael Cooper, who did time at the
University of New Mexico before
turning into one of Los Angeles'
hottest items. He is now a member of
the L.A. Lakers, the team which
captured its second world basketball
crown this past season.
"Coop" has been in Albuquerque
last. week making personal appearances in a town he calls his second
home. The all-NBA defensive whiz
is a part of a club which bas many
stars. But Cooper gets his share of
the glory thanks to a talent which
few posess.
At UNM, Cooper wowed the
crowds with his defense and his
whirling dervish offensive style,
which helped him weave through
opposing defenses to make almost

"Giving that we've made it for 17
years, there's the probability it
could blow up in our faces
tomorrow," he chided, probably
sick of the question.

Bobby Weir (left) and the Midnites

Grateful Dead guitarist brings new band
Robert Burnson
Fora Deadhead, even a tledglingDeadhcad, it's not easy
interviewing Bobby Weir of Bobby and the Midnites.
In fact, it's threatening.
The thing is you want to be interviewing Bobby Weir of
The Grateful Dead, not Bobby Weir of Bobby and the
Midnites. They're the same person, but if you're one of the
Dead's dedicated cult of fans (who unabashedly call themselves Deadheads), Bobby Weir's involvement with the
Midnites can cause the debilitating fear that the Dead are
disbanding.
And for Deadheads, many of whom schedule their lives
around theDead'.r concert schedule, the thought is hard to
take.
After all, to a Deadhead what value is life in a Dead-less
world? Without Dead concerts. Without their characteristic improvisations rolling over the audience in sweet, ecstatic waves. With only the recorded memory of the twangy,
deceptively simple tunes, like "On the Road," "Truckin'," and "Alabama, Get Away," to remember them by.
Rumors of the Dead's demise have roughly the same
effect on Deadheads as the news for Hemingway that all the
fighting bulls in Spain had been castrated.
But Weir, who will be playing with the Midnites this
Sunday in Santa Fe, continues to put to rest any worry over
the Dead's future.
Speaking from Chicago, where the Midnites played earlier this week, Weir reiterated his statements that he is still
very much a member of the Dead and does not believe his

work with the Midnites will interfere.
''(Dead guitarist Jerry) Garcia has been working with his
own band for years,'' he said by way .of illustration.
"Giving that we've made it for 17 years, there's the
probability it could blow up in our faces tomorrow," he
chided, probably sick of the question. "But on the other
hand, the odds are on our side."
For local fans of the Dead- who won't get a chance to
see the Dead soon unless they already bought tickets forthe
band's sold-out Denver concert in July - the Midnites
concert might be the next best thing.
Besides getting a chance to hear Weir's trademark vocals
and excellent band which includes Dave Garland, Alphonso Johnson, Bobby Cochran and Billy Cobham, Weir made
it sound like there are several parallels between his band
and the Dead.

"We're not an AM band," he said. "I do make a fairly
good living. I make the music I want to make and I don't
have to conform to anybody else's standards."
Contrary to the image Dead members earned as acidheads in the '60s, Weir said he no longer uses drugs before
he goes on the stage.
"That was fifteen, sixteen years ago,'' he said. Now he
tries to keep his approach to music fresh by "keeping the
songs open and never playing anything the same twice."
He said he sees certain similarities between the punk and,
new-wave bands of today and the Dead during its beginnings in San Francisco. He said that like the early Dead the
new bands have an "edge."
"Unfortunately," he said, "most of it is trash."
"The same was true back then," he said. "I haven't the
greatest respect or awe for trends. I just think there are
going to be a few good bands coming from this current

He said that basic to the concert effect of both bands is a
"communal sense of adventure" which arises from the
bands' improvisational styles.
"We play impovisational, intuitive music," the softSpoken, 34 year-old guitarist said. "We don't do the same
show every night; we don't do the songs the same way
every time we do them. The note-for-note approach to
music is not our way of doing it."
Besides that, Weir said neither of the bands aim for
popular chart success. He said he believes the Midnites'
"Too Many Losers" would have been a hit if he hadn't
been forced to change "the punchiest line," due to strong
language - but that chasing the vogues has little interest
for him.

wave.''
Weir descibed the music the Midnites play as "fairly
forward and, by and large, rock and roll," butdidn'tcare to
·
describe it any further.
"I can't explain in words any better," he said. "That's
why I'm a musician.
Weir, who makes his home north of San Francisco, has a
reputation for avoiding interviews. This seemed to be illustrated when his road manager called the Daily Lobo office
for the arranged interview.
"Is Bobby Weir ready for the interview right now?" I
said.
"Yeah, he's right here. l'm kneeling on his chest. Arc
you ready?"

unbeUevable shots. In the pros
however, its a bit different.
"Aside from the lob (alley oop)
pass, says the 6-foot-6 leaper, my
offensive game is my jumper, I
needed to spend a lot of time in the
gym shooting to get my shot down.''
Defensively, Cooper has slowed
down the likes of Larry Bird, Julius
Erving and George Gervin. His
quickness and alertness are the keys
to his succss.
"I have to work hard on everyone
I guard, but those guys (Bird, Dr. J.
and the Iceman) need extra attention. People think the NBA is just
offense, but they don't realize you
have to stop the opposition once in a
while to win."
Cooper is a nat.ivc of Pasadena,
but came to Loboland after two
years of junior college in his home
state. Former Lobo mentor Norm

Ellenberger brought "Coop" to
Albuquerque an~ ~iscovered he had
found a budding superstar.
Cooper and sharp-shooting Marvin Johnson helped take the Pack to
the NCAA's, Their 13·1 mark in the
WAC and their 24-4 overall record
carried the Lobos to a number four
national ranking. The 1977-7 8 team
wilf go down in history as one of the
best UNM basketball entries.
Cooper was drafted in the fourth
round by the Lakers in 1978, but was
set back by a knee injury in his
rookie season, He then watched rehabilitation bring his knee back to
life and became a major contributor
to the LA cause.
Cooper is one of the best sixth
men in the NBA and with his talent,
he could very well be one of the best
all-around players in the league before to long.

Knight signs. three top golfers
UNM men's golf coach Dwaine
Knight has been a busy man in the
last few weeks signing three of the
top golfers in the southwest to scholarships; Mike Standly, Greg Peters
and Marc Benavidez.

Michael Cooper

Standly finished fourth individually in the 1982 Texas High
School Championships to lead
Cooper High School, in Abilene, to
rotund build, earned a good portion the first state golf title in the school's
of his winnings by beating Dan Pohl history. Standly was also fifth in the
on the first hole of the Masters state in 1981 , was district champion
playoff.
both years, and won his regional in
·Also honored at a Collegiate Golf 1980 and 1982.
Foundation dinner were the nine
"I feel we're fortunate to sign a
members of the 1982 All-America
golf team - Corey Pavin and Jay player of Mike's caliber to play golf
Delsing, UCLA; Billy Ray Brown for the University of New Mexico,"
and John Slaughter, Houston; Chris Knight said. "!think Mike's potenPerry, Ohio State; Brad Faxon, tial is outstanding due to the fact he
Furman; Rick Fchr, Brigham has an excellent length off the tee
Young; Jeff Hart, Southern Califor- and he's an exceptional putter.
"His background has shown him
nia and Willie Wood, Oklahoma
to be a proven winner, and I think
State.

Stadler joins hall of fame
NEW YORK (UP!) -Craig
Stadler was inducted into the AllAmerican Collegiate Golf Hall of
Fame Tuesday night, an honor more
surprising to him than his first hole
in one.
Stadler, the 1982 Masters champion, who starred at Southern California in the mid 1970s, was elected
to the Hall this year along with 1981
PGA Golfer of the Year Bill Rogers
(Houston) and Bob Rosburg (Stanford) of the Seniors circuit.
Stadler, affectionately known as
"the Walrus" for his mustache and

WAC scholarship nominees
Thirty student-athletes at the University of
New Mexico have been nominated for a Westem Athletic Conference Scholar Athlete Certificate, UNM Vice-President Marvin D.
Johnson announced today.

To be eligible for the certificate, each stu•
dent-athlete must have lettered in a varsity
sport and have a grade point average of 3.0or
better for the past two semesters.
The nominees are baseball player Tom

he'll be very successful in his four
years at New Mexico."
Peters, who played last year for
Scottsdale Community College,
which won the 1982 National Junior
College championship, was a twotime Arizona Community College
Athletic Conference all-conference
player, He was third in the ACCAC
in scoring average (73.2) last year.
Peters also won the Phoenix College Invitational in J 982 and was
low amateur in the Somoa International Open in 1980. Peters was also
a quarteifinalist in the Arizona State
Amateur Championship in 1981.
Peters, 19, graduated from Scottsdale with an Associate Arts degree
and boasted a 3.0 grade point
average.
"I think one thing that makes
Greg a valuable recruit is he comes
from a junior college program that
has been extremely successful on a

Francis; basketball players Don Brkovich,
Alan Dolensky and Mark Snow; Jon Baca,
Tom Doyle, Tom Kneafsey, David Kohli,
Mark Zapatka and Pat Scanlon from the swim·
ming and diving program; tennis player
Andrew Meikl.e and wrestler Kim
Merewether.
Also nominated for the award are football

national level,'' Knight said. ''That
experience will be an asset to our
program at New Mexico. Greg will
provide .added leadership for our
squad."
Benavidez, a graduate of Belen
High School that won the state title
in both 1981 and 1982, won the St.
Pius Invitational Tournament and
Socorro Invitational. Benavidez
finished fifth individually in the
state tournament in his senior year.
Benavidez won three tournaments
in the Sun Country Junior Golf circuit in 1981 and is the.two-time Be- .
len Junior Champion. Benavidez
also competed in the 1981 World
Junior Championships in San
Diego, Calif.
"Mark has the best scoring average in the state, even though he
dido 't win the state title," Knight
said. "He's an excellent competitor
who, with experience, should be an
asset to our team."

players Greg Azar, Mark Siren, Jim Brooks
Robin Gabriel, Brent Henson, Ray Hornfeck:
Tracy Mount, Pete Parks, Frank Sedillo, and
Jake Simpson; gymnasts Brian Garvin and
Steve Hill, skiers Rose Collins, Vesa Suomalainen, and SjurTalstad; and. Marty Neibauer
George Atkinson and Alan Jankunas from th~
track program.

SMOKING CESSATION WORKSHOP
LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE 1110 • MAT
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT ·CPA • TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L MEO SOS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB ~NPB I • NLE

~.f!MPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

iest P1eparallon Speciahsts

Smce 1938
Foi m,otmat1on, PJe,;se Ca(J·

265-2524

•
••

Starts: June 21st through July 15th, 1982
Meets: Mondays and Thursdays from 7·9 p.m .
$10.00 registratin fee • For information call 277-31~6
Appointments and committment ncessary.
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Ladies Night
254 Well Drinks for
Ladles onlyr 7-1 Opm
Great Food. Gr.at JQU
Great Times

at

~

If you think you have problems with the above, you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.

Tequila Night
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Great Food. Great Jazz
Great Times
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ONLY A BLOCK from IJNM, furnished studio, ideal
for student living, In quiet NE nei$hbort,ood,
$220/mo., utilities p~ld, $12' deposit. Contact Kevin
at 26~-32,97.
7/1
ROOM FOR .~ENT near Tramway and Central,
$125/month. 299·0470.f
7/1
3DR FVRNI!!iHED AIR-conditioned apartmem llalf
lllk rro111 campus. 898·0921,
·
7/1
O.NE BLOCK TO UNM, lOR apt. New Carpet.
E~traclean, $165,842-8160. Weekends.
7/1
'JWOTOTHREE conscientious students or couple to
share 2 spacious bedrooms, study, batlt. Cooking,
7/1
private entrance, air-conditioned. 296-7212.
ROOM FOR RENT near UNM. $100/mo. 842-5489.
6/24

Daily Lobo
Classt!ied
Advertising
Deadline Noon
Wednesday
Marron Hall
Room 131

5. ForSale
SURPLUS JEEP~ 565, Cars $89, Truck $100,
Similar bargains available, Call for your directory on
how tp purchase, 602-998-0575, E~t. 0924, Call
Refundable.
6/24
1977 PLYMOUTH SPORTS Fury, 2-door,
automatic drive, cruise control, power steerin~,
power brakes, air conditioning. 277-5820.
7/1
CLASSIC 1963 VW Dug, SUrt rpof; new paint; new
upholstery; rebuilt engine. Runs and looks great.
$1700.266-2201.
7/1
FOR SALE; 1971 Mustang. E~<ellent condition.
6/24
$2300,266-()965, 265-5986.
MOTORCYCLE- 1978 MOTOGUZZIJOOO SP, 7000
miles excellent conditions. 277-3520 days or293-S312
evenings and weekends. Make offer.
6/24

,,

6. Employment

3. Services

PREGNANCY TF.STING & COONSELING. Phone
247-9819.
tfll
CONTACTS-POJ.ISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofWashlngton.
tfn
WE BOT DIS1'RIDU1'0RS. Pte$cription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (lennon Styles), gold
rhnless, SS4.SO (regular S6S.OO). Pay Less Optlelans,
S007 Menaul N.E., across from LaDellcs.
tfn
CIIINES•: DUHET. CllEA.PI All you can. eat,
Lunch S3.4S, Supper S4.SO, Sunday Brunch S3.4S.
Jao-Jao's Place, SOOO Central Ave. SE.
tfn
l'ASSPORT PIIOTOS. LOWEST pricul Pleasant
pictures! 123 Wellesley SE corner Sil~er. Please call
first. 265·1323.
tfn
NOTICE: UIIAWINC!/NON·MAJORS, Art 142 100
(call no. ~606) is not cancelled. Enroll now (or flrn
summrr session.
tfn
ACCURATt; INJ'ORMATION ABOUT con·
uaccption, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
.
tfn
CONGHATUI,ATIONS HELEN B. on your new
job.
6124

GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
rentab. MARC'S Ouitar Center, 143 Harvard S,E, downtpwn. Bus ser~ice every 30 .minutes. I bedroom
265-3315.
tfn or erficiency, from S230 up. Alllltilitics paid. Delu!le
TYI'ING-PROFESSIONAI. QUALITY pronto at kitchen with dlshwasl!er and disposal, recreation
Kinko/Pront(l; TLC at no extra charge. We will edit. room, swimming pool, TV room Bltd laundry, Adult
KIP, 2312 Central SE, acro55 Central from Popejoy couples, no pets. 1~20 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
Hall.
tfn .FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
TEN DOLLARS•-RESUMES ten dollars. N.E., $190/mo., all utilities paid, $12S security
Professional Company. 265'•7551.
tfn deposit. Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English MAleditor. facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
tfn
Vast e~perience with dissertations, papers. Editing in the evening, 266-8392.
available. 2S6-0916,
7/29 •·oR LEASE 675 sq. · ft. office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 26~-9~42 or evenings
A· I TYPIST· TERM papers, resumcs 299-8970.
tfn
7/29 881-3974.
PROFF.SSIONAL
TYPING,
REASONABLE. FOR RENT; 116 Cornell S.E. 2 bdrm. I bath house.
Extensive secretarial ~perience•.18M Selectric Ill. CAll Larry or Dorothy. 265-9542 or evenings 881·
tfn
299-62S6 or 29!>-2676. Free pick up and delivery on 3974.
most orders.
6/24 AVAILABLE NO WI STUDIO Condo's $190.00 and
NEED TYPING DONE7 Cllll Virginia day or one bedroom condo's $260.00. Includes all utilitieS,
evenings at 296-3096.
7/29 Close to UNM. Call243·7881, Weekdays, 9-5. 7/29
VOLVO MECHANIC WORK guaranteed, 247·9083,
Mike McLean,
6/24
TYPING SERVICES BY experienced secretary.
Reasonable. Professional finished product. IBM
Selectri~ 111. 299·62~6, 299•2676.
7/29
TYPING, TERM PAPERS, 299-1240.
8/16
DALLOONS•·BALLOONS. BUBBLES the Clown
will deliver a helium balloon bouquet to give that
someone special a "Dig Llft"-b!rthdays, anniversaries, new baby, or just I love you. 292·0487.

GENTI.E LONG-HAIREil grey and white female
miniature collie. "Bambi.'' Reward. 268·6617. 223
Richmond SE.
1/1
CLAIM. YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
!i:OO a.m. io4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn
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4. Housing

1 Slice of Pepperoni
& a large soft drink

1.04

with coupon 6-24/6·30

56 Lorelei
57 Stage
58 Most arid
1 Loft
60 Loco
6 Various
63 Mi)(ture
10 Declines
14 " - Doone" 65 Gape
66 Lyrics
15 Baal, e.g.
67 Kind of
16- avis:
palm
Wonder
68 Of a cereal
17 Pairs
69 oral
18 Cambridgeshire
70 Jacket type
71 Run, as
city
madras
20 Caen's river
21 "Okay!"
22 Dusk
DOWN
23 Booth
1 RayorMoro
25 Attired
27 Biased
2 Safari
3 cuts across
30 Mineral
4 Bayous
spring
5 CPA's in
31 Tic---toe
Can.
32 More recent
34 Prunes
6 Individual
38 Chooses
7 Polish river
40 More painful 8 Cutdown
42 Chew on
9 "-Tune"
43 Comforter
10 Misdo
45 Identifies
11 Cooks
47 As written, in 12 Note
music
13 Glutted
48 US politicos 19Wellversed
50 Fearfulness 21 Alan and
52 Testifies
Robert
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LIVE AT POPEJOY HALL,
UNMCAMPUS

11
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Convement. all-1n-one stotage box
2 nOt LIQUillim« Wef(Jng SolutiOn
4 II oz Clean·N-Soak*
11211 oz LC-65« DiulyCbntact

I
I
I

Lens Cleaner
Lens ~tt.tage case
M1trbf
Pat1ent tn$lrucllon boo~tel

1
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I
I
I
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Contact Lens Kit
Sale Price 4.99
Reg. Ret. Value 15.49

CASEY OPTICAL CO.
4306 Lomas NE
Lornas & Washington
265-8846

I

offer good
coupon
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EYE DOCTOR SERVICE
430•''• Lomaa • Waahlr>ijton
211>3828

~

THE CATS

M£0111
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Neapolitan, Sicilian & Whole Wheat Pizza
I
··
Harvard SE
1
._. . 127
.....
~ .. I
. . 1bi.S. of Centr~:~L.
.J
1
I
1 Clean-N-Stow®
1I Prep Pak™
I PRODUCT NO 0204
Beer & Wine Available
on Sunday

Hard or soft
Student Prices

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

504 YALE SE
256·0000

1

CONTACT LENSES

zss-a.JJO

ARMY·NAVY GOODS

I

CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS: ADVERTISE in Las
tfn
Noticias for 10 cents a word.
CPR CLASSES.-$3 fee. Call. 277·3136 f!lr preregistration.
7/1
DANCE IN THE Subway Station Saturday, June
26th, 9:00pm- I 2:30am, featuring "Jams Unlimited."
Adml~sion $2,00 -- students, $3,00 -general, first 30
couples free, For more information, call277-40~6.
6/24

GOJ!IIG TO DALLAS 7-1 pm. Need rider driver.
Inquire at Weldy Screen print. 222 Harvard SE, 6/24
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9. Las N oticias

7. Travel

6124

TYPING,
PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY, selectric,
o\·ernight service,
Typeright. 265·5203..
6/24

GUINEA .PIGS WANTED. Am Interested ln purchasi~g several guinea pigs from someone who raises
them. Call Chuck, 268-6673.
6/24
2S PERCENT OFF Swiss Army JuJives-Kaufman•s-8 real army-navy store. 504 YaleSE, 2S6-0000. 7/22
RAY-BANS SUNGLASSES 2~ percent off,.
Kaufman's-.a real army-n~vy store.
7/22.
MILITARY SHORTS, MASH t-shirts--Kaufman's-a real army-navy m>re.
'I /22
PEOPLE NEEDED! 1, to lose weight. 2. to earn
money, pan-time. 3. to do both. Lose 10 to 30
pound~ per ml)rt\h or full refund. Call Don or
Jlrenda, 266-8495 anytime.
7/a
COWBOY SHIRTS-54; 3 for $10--used, excellent
conditio11.--Kaufman's--a real army-navy store, 504
Yale SE, 256-0000
7122
BEAUTIFUL STUDIO SPACE available to rent, if
you teach anything from guitar to yoga for small
percentage of your enrollment, 292-3045. Call. 7/JS

NEW. USED
(e,WIJMEII, M£11 t tHILDitEN
SPRIII,•SUMMER CL~THESI SHORTS

ACULEX WORD PROCESSING of theses,
dissertations, and reports - Computer generated
graphics. Cati831-318J. •
7/Z9
QA TYPING SERVICE: a complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic, charts and tables. 345·2125.
7/29
• GRIME STOPPERS! HOME and prfice cleaning.
Don't let dirt get away with murder. Thorough,
insured. 34~-6236.
6/24
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8. Miscellaneous

PART"11ME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Apply ln person, Dll phone calls please,
SaVeway Liquor Stores at ~704 Loma.~ NE, S~l6
Menaul NB.
6/24
JOB SEA~CHING TECHNIQUES. 4-hour tlasses,
St5, 265-?m.
7129 •
.JOB SEARCHING7 TRY Job Opportunity Betterment Services. 26S·75~ t.
7/29
HOUSE CLEANING, BAOYSITDNG afternoons, 2
hrs per day. Inside campus. Two school-age children.
265-6209 after 5pm.
6124
WORK·STVDY STUDENTS needed for em·
ployment. Apply. n1 food Service:; Office at NM
Union Sub.
. ·
6/24
STUDENTS NEEDED FOR employment. Apply at
Food Services Office at NM Union Sub.
6/24
.IQB INFORMATION: CRUISE . Ship jobs, . Also
Houston, Dallas, Overseas Job, 602-998-0426 Dept
0924. Phone Call Refundable.
6/24
CRAITSPERSONS WANTED FOR existing
cooperative gallery. Need qullters, WC3Vers, Jewelers,
potters, custom clothing designers, etc. Inquire High
Desert Anisans, 3106 Central, Sl! or call 235-5975,
I 0-6, Tues-Sat.
6/24

t. Personals

2. Lost & Found

ESCAPE THE HEAll Cool mountain retreat. Circle
"A" Hostel, 90 min. from town. Accom. SS.QO..
$20,00, !lox 382, Cuba, NM, Call1•289-33l0.
7/22
RAFT THE CHAMA! Beautiful canyon scenery an~
fun whitewater! One• artd tw9-day trips. $40-$80,
Wlldwater Rafting Experiences. 266-9721,
7/15
ADVERTISE YOUR RIDE in the Dally Lobo;
lfn
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24 Suffer
26Famed
puppeteer
27 Sioux Indian
28 California
valley
29 Rid of
rodents
33 Pardon
35 Hint
36 Mr. Dillon
37 Lurch
39 Lily
41 Send money
44 Music form

46 Title
49 Read
51 Of teeth
62 Terminal

53 A~rade
54 Noodles
55 Muslim
bridge to
Paradise
59 Work: Pref.
61 Ash or oak
62 Enthrall
64
less
2 hrs.
65 Blubber

csr

